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Abstract: Since December 2019, the world has been facing the outbreak of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic
that has infected more than 149 million and killed 3.1 million people by 27 April 2021, according
to WHO statistics. Safety measures and precautions taken by many countries seem insufficient,
especially with no specific approved drugs against the virus. This has created an urgent need to fast
track the development of new medication against the virus in order to alleviate the problem and
meet public expectations. The SARS-CoV-2 3CL main protease (Mpro) is one of the most attractive
targets in the virus life cycle, which is responsible for the processing of the viral polyprotein and
is a key for the ribosomal translation of the SARS-CoV-2 genome. In this work, we targeted this
enzyme through a structure-based drug design (SBDD) protocol, which aimed at the design of a
new potential inhibitor for Mpro. The protocol involves three major steps: fragment-based drug
design (FBDD), covalent docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with the calculation
of the designed molecule binding free energy at a high level of theory. The FBDD step identified
five molecular fragments, which were linked via a suitable carbon linker, to construct our designed
compound RMH148. The mode of binding and initial interactions between RMH148 and the enzyme
active site was established in the second step of our protocol via covalent docking. The final step
involved the use of MD simulations to test for the stability of the docked RMH148 into the Mpro
active site and included precise calculations for potential interactions with active site residues and
binding free energies. The results introduced RMH148 as a potential inhibitor for the SARS-CoV-2
Mpro enzyme, which was able to achieve various interactions with the enzyme and forms a highly
stable complex at the active site even better than the co-crystalized reference.

Keywords: SARS-CoV-2 main protease inhibitor; COVID-19 treatment; structure-based drug design;
molecular docking; molecular dynamics

1. Introduction

Emerging and neglected viral diseases are of immediate and critical societal impor-
tance as exemplified by the current COVID-19 pandemic. The virus has been reported
worldwide with more than 149 million confirmed cases and more than 3.1 million deaths
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as of February 2021. So far, there is no specific antiviral drug for COVID-19 infection, and
drug development and research have been limited to certain drug repurposing studies [1].
Despite the restrictions and safety measures that have been applied worldwide, the spread
of the SARS-CoV-2 virus is still very hard to control, which highlights the urgent need to
develop potent drugs against the virus. SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the coronavirus family,
which is a single, positive-stranded RNA that is implicated in many human diseases,
especially respiratory and neurological diseases [2]. The coronaviruses were the primary
cause for two major outbreaks: in 2002, the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
(SARS); and in 2012, the Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) [3,4].

It is very difficult and challenging to develop a specific treatment for COVID-19 as a
result of many obstacles that slow or even cease the cycle of drug discovery. A major one of
those obstacles is the lack of proper biological investigations and experimental facilities for
COVID-19, probably due to the risk of infection from the virus and the restrictions taken
by many countries.

Extensive studies investigating the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle revealed many potential
targets for drug discovery against the COVID-19 infection, including the main protease
(Mpro), angiotensin-converting enzyme II (ACE2) entry receptor, and the RNA-dependent
RNA polymerase (RdRp) (Figure 1) [5–7]. Inhibitors for COVID-19 Mpro are thought to be
safer and more effective, as they are very distinct from human proteases, unlike ACE2 and
RdRp inhibitors, which may result in serious side effects [8,9].
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The Mpro has a vital role in SARS-CoV-2 replication by processing the polyprotein
resulting from the RNA transcription into functioning units essential for virus replication,
maturation and survival [10]. The Mpro cleavages eleven specific sites containing glutamine
residues in the viral polyprotein, which are not reported in any human protease [11–13].
Its activity relies on the activation of two catalytic dyads, cysteine and histidine, in the
active site. Initially, the thiol of the cysteine residue is activated to thiolate anion through
proton abstraction by the histidine residue. This is followed by the nucleophilic attack
of the thiolate anion on the peptide bond forming a thioester bond. The thioester is
hydrolyzed, and the thiol group is restored after proton abstraction from the /histidine
imidazole. Finally, the process is repeated until the cleavage of the entire polyprotein [14,15]
(Figure S1).

Many viral protease inhibitors were designed based on trapping the catalytic triad or
dyad of the protease enzymes. Examples for these inhibitors include the FDA-approved
HCV protease inhibitors, such assimeprevir and grazoprevir [16] in addition to commer-
cially available HIV protease inhibitors, such as ritonavir and lopinavir [17]. All the men-
tioned inhibitors contain either acyl sulphonamide or alpha keto-amide as a trapping group
for the cysteine or serine residues [18]. This emphasizes the importance of considering
these moieties when designing an effective, potent and specific inhibitor for Mpro.

Fragment-based drug design FBDD (fragment based drug design) is an inevitable
computer-aided drug design strategy that is especially useful when the structure of the
target is available while there is limited knowledge about potential ligands [19]. Through
the screening of the fragments database in the active site of the target, the technique
enables the discovery of novel drugs, overcoming many obstacles resulted from the lack
of sufficient data. In general, the superiority of FBDD on other virtual high-throughput
screening (HTS) strategies includes the ability to fully explore the enzyme active site, which
is enabled by the small fragments that are involved in FBDD that could be easily inserted in
any space in the active site, in contrast to large molecules from other HTS methods [20,21].
This advantage allows for higher hit rates as well as higher binding affinity, as compared
to conventional HTS [22,23].

Given our continuous efforts in the development of COVID-19 inhibitors [24], we
were keen to employ a modeling approach to the rational design of a new COVID-19
Mpro inhibitor. Herein, we report on our efforts to utilize the reported crystal structure of
COVID-19 Mpro (PDB ID: 6y2g) and FBDD and docking and molecular dynamics (MD)
techniques to identify a novel chemical entity against the COVID-19 Mpro enzyme.

2. Results
2.1. Fragment-Based Drug Design (FBDD)

The employment of FBDD is based on three strategies: (a) fragment merging [25]
where two fragments oriented to the same regions in the binding site of the target are
merged to give a one desired fragment; (b) fragment linking [25] where two or more
fragments, interacting with different domains in the binding site of the target, are linked by
suitable linkers to yield single compound; and (c) fragment growing [25] where a fragment
matched with the role of three is increased in size via attaching with different fragments to
optimize and increase the interaction of the proposed target.

Our design for a novel COVID-19 Mpro inhibitor was based on both fragment growing
and linking strategies, using the de novo receptor protocol of the DS software. The alpha
keto amide moiety was used as the principle fragment, and the active site was determined
by a cavity surrounding the binding of the co-crystalized ligand. Utilizing this technique,
we were able to subdivide the active site cavity and allow the fragments to be screened
through the entire binding domain. The Ludi database of the DS software that contains
1053 diverse fragments with a molecular weight less than 300 KD was used as the source
of fragments for the screening, and the “Energy estimate 3” algorithm was used as a
scoring function. Fragments that showed good affinity to the receptor as evidenced by
a negative change in the free energy upon binding to the receptor were allowed to pass
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the scoring filter, and the process resulted in the identification of 618 fragments. Further
fragment filtration was performed by docking each fragment into the receptor cavity,
using the MCSS (multiple copy simultaneous search ) algorithm [26]. Visual inspection
of the bound fragments revealed potentially strong binding with the enzyme and the
involvement of multiple interactions at the active site (Figure 2a). These fragments were
then linked together and to the alpha keto-amide via a carbon linker to construct the
designed compound RMH148 (Figure 2b).
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2.2. Covalent Docking

Our next step was to confirm the binding mode of RMH148 into the COVID-19
Mpro active site by applying a covalent docking simulation, using DOCKTITE wizard
of the MOE (Version: 2019.0102, chemical computing group, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
2019) software. This protocol was specifically applied, keeping in mind the challenges
for protease inhibitors docking, which usually involves bond breaking and new bond
formation. DOCKTITE wizard uses a highly versatile workflow for covalent docking and
enables the prediction of covalent interactions by the determination of the electrophilic
site of the ligand and the nucleophilic site of the receptor with the ability to determine
the reaction type and the formed product. During the docking simulation, RMH148 was
placed into the active site, using the GBVI/WSA dG (generalized born volume integral)
scoring function. The carbon atom of the alpha carbonyl of the ligand and the thiolate of
cysteine145 in COVID-19 Mpro were selected as the electrophilic site of the ligand and the
nucleophilic site of the receptor, respectively. The validation of the protocol was performed
by re-docking the co-crystalized ligand (O6K) to the COVID-19 Mpro, using the same
parameters, which resulted in a calculated RMSD (root mean square deviation) between
the docked and co-crystalized poses of O6K of 1.2 Å (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The re-docked pose (cyan) superimposed on the co-crystalized (pink).

The docking results showed binding scores of −7.1 and −10.30 for O6K and RMH148,
respectively, which indicates the potential for stronger binding and more interactions later
with the COVID-19 Mpro. A closer look at the docked RMH148, as depicted in Figure 4,
shows its engagement in a number of diverse interaction types within the binding site. For
instance, RMH148 was able to make hydrogen-bond interactions with residues THR26,
HIS41, TYR54, PHE140, GLY143, SER144, CYS145, HIS164 and GLU166, in addition to a
covalent bond with residue CYS145. Moreover, RMH148 achieved several hydrophobic
interactions with residues MET49 and MET165. The detailed interactions of RMH148
within the COVID-19 Mpro active site are summarized in the supporting information
in Table S1.
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Figure 4. The 3D (A) and 2D (B) interaction diagram between RMH148 and the Mpro enzyme; the ligand is shown in stick
presentation. Relevant residues at the active site are shown in line presentations. Bond lengths between the ligand and
interacting residues are shown in the 3D diagram.

2.3. In Silico ADME and Toxicity Calculations

Drug candidates should have both desired pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic
properties in addition to a high safety margin. Therefore, the physicochemical properties
and potential toxicity of RMH148 were predicted by the online servers Swiss ADME and
Preadmet, respectively. Swiss ADME predicted RMH148 to have no inhibitory activity
on any of the cytochrome enzymes family. This important criterion enables the safe use
of RMH148 concurrently with all the members of the COVID-19 protocol without the
concerns of any drug–drug interactions. RMH148 was predicted to have no CNS or
placental penetration, due its high polarity, making it an excellent candidate for pregnant
patients and patients with neurological disorders. The Preadmet server predicted RMH148
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to have no mutagenicity or carcinogenicity. Unfortunately, RMH148 suffers a low GIT
absorption due to its large MWT (743) and high polarity. However, its higher water
solubility enables its administration via the intravenous route, making it suitable for
emergency cases. Additionally, it is worthy to mention that RMH148 has no PAINS (pan
assay interface structure) alerts. Finally, RMH148 and the reference have a synthetic score
of 7.6 and 6.5, making their synthesis possible but very challenging.

2.4. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulations
2.4.1. RMSD and RMSF Analysis

The function of viral proteases requires a wide range of structural flexibility, especially
for amine acid residues at the active site. These residues are responsible for the nucleophilic
attack on the sessile peptide bond of the enzyme substrate [27]. Considering the power
of MD simulations to test the stability of ligand–enzyme complexes as well as calculating
binding free energies [28–30], we employed this technique to check the flexibility of the
ligand-free COVID-19 Mpro and to probe the stability of the RMH148–Mpro complex
structure obtained from the docking calculations. The two structures were subjected to a
standard MD protocol with a production phase of 150 ns.

The RMSD values for the enzyme Cα atoms as well as both RMH148 and O6K heavy
atoms for the three simulation experiments were calculated by aligning the MD production
phase trajectories with their initial structures. In addition, the RMSF values for the three
simulation experiments were calculated. Examination of the data presented in the RMSD
and RMSF plots (Figure 5) showed that the unbound enzyme had RMSD and RMSF of 4.12
and 4.03 Å, respectively, indicating its high dynamic properties. In addition, the RMSD for
CYS145 residue was 4.74 Å, which highlights its potential role in the nucleophilic attack on
the enzyme substrate (Figure 5A).

In comparison, the RMSD results for the RMH148-Mpro complex showed values of
1.15 A

◦
and 1.34 Å for all the residues of the enzyme and CYS145, respectively, while

the O6K–Mpro complex had RMSD values of 1.73 and 1.65 Å, respectively (Figure 5B).
Moreover, the RMSF values for the RMH148–Mpro complex and O6K–Mpro complex
were 1.53 and 1.88 Å, respectively (Figure 5C). The lower values of RMSD and RMSF
compared to those for the ligand-free enzyme reveals the ability of RMH148 to maintain
strong binding with the active site and key residue CYS145, which leads to restricting the
flexibility and potentially the activity of the enzyme. Moreover, the MD results support the
initial docking results and indicate the potential greater ability of RMH148 to inhibit the
Mpro enzyme than the crystal reference O6K.
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2.4.2. Evaluating the Stability of RMH148–Mpro

The binding stability between RMH148 and Mpro was further evaluated by inspect-
ing the MD trajectories for the RMH148–Mpro complex, which reveals multiple stable
hydrogen bond interactions throughout the production phase. The bond distances between
RMH148 and various COVID-19 Mpro active site residues maintained a value of less than
3.5 Å, which indicates the stability of the interaction throughout the simulation (Table 1).
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Table 1. The average distances of all hydrogen bonds formed between RMH148 and COVID-19 Mpro
through the entire 150 ns MD simulation.

Hydrogen Bond Name Average Distance (A0) ± SD

Hydrogen bond with Tyrosine54 3.17 ± 0.06
Hydrogen bond with Glutamic166 3.05 ± 0.12
Hydrogen bond with Glutamic166 3.05 ± 0.08
Hydrogen bond with Glutamic166 3.21 ± 0.1
Hydrogen bond with Glutamic166 3.31 ± 0.12

Hydrogen bond with Phenylalanine 140 2.98 ± 0.07
Hydrogen bond with Serine 144 3.17 ± 0.11
Hydrogen bond with Serine 144 3.18 ± 0.09

Hydrogen bond with Glycine 143 3.25 ± 0.15
Hydrogen bond with Glycine 143 3.29 ± 0.13

Hydrogen bond with Threonine 26 2.43 ± 0.04
Hydrogen bond with Threonine 26 2.58 ± 0.17
Hydrogen bond with Histidine 41 3.02 ± 0.14

Hydrogen bond with Histidine 164 3.00 ± 0.16
Hydrogen bond with Cysteine 145 2.71 ± 0.07

Additionally, the behavior of both RMH148 and O6K in the binding site of the enzyme
was monitored by calculating the RMSD of their heavy atoms throughout the entire MD
simulations. As described in Figure 6, the RMSD values for RMH148 and O6K were
0.44 and 0.86 Å, respectively, indicating a stable binding mode for RMH148. Finally, five
conformations from the MD simulations were sampled for the free Mpro and RMH148–
Mpro that revealed the high stability of RMH148–Mpro in comparison to the free enzymes
(supporting information, Figure S3). All of the previous findings attribute the large RMSD
values between the free Mpro and RMH148–Mpro to the ability of RMH148 to form many
hydrogen bond interactions and covalent bonds with the CYS145 residue, in addition to
maintaining those interactions via a stable binding mode.
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2.5. MM–PBSA (Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area) Binding Free
Energy Calculations

The binding energy for RMH148 and O6K with their potential binding site in the
COVID-19 Mpro was calculated, using the MM–PBSA binding free energy methodology.
This method represents a more reliable way to calculate the binding free energy through
many MD conformations, compared to a single conformation-based score calculated from
the docking study. As part of these calculations, the free energy of each component was
calculated by summing its molecular mechanics potential energy in a vacuum and the free
energy of solvation. The calculated free energy of solvation included the polar solvation
energy (electrostatic) and nonpolar solvation energy (non-electrostatic, calculated by the
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solvent accessible surface area; SASA model) [31]. The resulted interactions as well as
binding-free energy values are summarized in Table 2. The data revealed more favorable
stability for the RMH148–Mpro complex than the O6K–Mpro complex as indicated by the
high negative energy values across the electrostatic, Van der Waal and SASA energies. The
only exception was the polar solvation energy, which was in the positive range; however,
this can be attributed to the lower solubility of the two complexes, compared to the ligand-
free enzyme. Finally, the average binding free energy of the RMH148–Mpro complex was
−412 KJ/mol, which suggests strong and stable binding for RMH148, while the O6K–Mpro
complex achieved −388 KJ/mol as the average binding free energy. We believe that the
results from the MD simulations support our design and validate the entire molecular
modeling approach; also, they endorse the potential inhibitory effect of RMH148 on the
SARS-CoV-2 Mpro enzyme.

Table 2. The binding free energy for the complexes of RMH148–Mpro and O6k–Mpro, using MMPBSA calculations.

Complex ∆E binding (kj/mol) ∆E Electrostatic (kj/mol) ∆E Van der Waals’ (kj/mol) ∆E polar solvation (kj/mol) SASA (kJ/mol)

RMH148–Mpro −420 ± 21 −149 ± 18 −365 ± 26 131 ± 18 −37 ± 2
O6K–Mpro −388 ± 20 −138 ± 19 −333 ± 23 117 ± 16 −34 ± 2

3. Material and Methods
3.1. Fragment-Based Drug Design (FBDD)

The 3D structure of COVID-19 Mpro co-crystalized with the alpha-ketoamide inhibitor
(O6K) was downloaded from the protein data bank (PDB ID: 6y2g). The alpha-ketoamide
moiety of the inhibitor was kept, while the rest of the compound was deleted. Discovery
Studio 2016 (DS) software was used to construct a cavity surrounding the active site [32].
The cavity size was expanded to explore every potential interacting residue within the
active site. A fragment-based drug design (FBDD) approach was employed, using the de
novo receptor server and the default Ludi fragment library of the DS software in order to
search fragments that bind to the predetermined active site of the Mpro [33]. The binding
strength of each bound fragment from the previous step was further evaluated b] docking
into the receptor cavity, using the multiple copy simultaneous search (MCSS) algorithm
implemented in the same software [26,34]. Highest ranked fragments were linked to the
alpha-ketoamide group, using suitable carbon linkers to produce RMH148; the initial
binding mode of the generated compound was elucidated from the docking stage.

3.2. Covalent Docking

The optimized COVID-19 Mpro structure was used to perform the subsequent docking
step. All docking simulations were conducted using MOE software [35]. The receptor and
the ligand were prepared using the standard structure optimization protocol of the software.
The receptor was energy minimized and equilibrated for 10 ns under the GROMOS96
43a1 force field. The active site was set as where the co-crystalized ligand was bound.
The docking was performed using a molecular database of RMH148 and following the
DOCKTITE protocol of MOE software (covalent docking algorithm) [36]. The alpha ketone
group in RMH148 was selected as the reactive warhead group and the residue Cys145 was
selected as the reactive site of the receptor [37]. The RMSD between the re-docked pose
of ligand O6K and co-crystalized ligand was calculated and used to confirm the docking
validity. The DS visualizer, available from Biovia Inc., was used to visualize and analyze
the docking results as well as produce 2D and 3D interaction images.

3.3. In Silico ADME and Toxicity Calculations

RMH148′s physicochemical properties and toxicity profile were calculated by running
the online servers Swiss ADME (http://www.swissadme.ch/index.php in 20 May 2021)
and Preadmet (https://preadmet.bmdrc.kr/ 20 May 2021), respectively.

http://www.swissadme.ch/index.php
https://preadmet.bmdrc.kr/
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3.4. Molecular Dynamics (MD)

All molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the GROningen
MAchine for Chemical Simulations GROMACS 2020.3 software developed by (University
of Groningen, Royal Institute of Technology and Uppsala University) [38]. Three MD
simulation experiments were conducted to validate the results retrieved from the docking
step. One experiment was performed on the ligand-free Mpro, while the other two were
conducted on the enzyme in complex with the designed RMH148 and the crystal reference
O6K. The ligand topologies were generated by the Automated Topology Builder (ATB)
and Repository version 3 [39] under the GROMOS96 force field and were joined with the
enzyme topology, using the standard published protocol [40]. The typical workflow of
the GROMACS enzyme–ligand simulations was applied with the solvation of the three
systems, using the single point charge (SPC) water model to add water molecules to the
cubic simulation boxes. A total number of 28,008 water molecules were added to the system
containing the free Mpro. Similarly, 27,999 and 28,001 water molecules were added for the
systems containing RHM1848–Mpro and O6k–Mpro, respectively, to neutralize the cubic
box (sized 85 × 85 × 85). Six sodium counter-ions were added to each of the three systems.
The energy minimization step for the unbound and the complexed enzyme structures
was achieved, using the steepest descent minimization algorithm with a maximum of
50,000 steps and < 10.0 kJ/molforce under the GROMOS96 43a1 force field [41]. Two
consecutive equilibration ensembles were conducted on the energy-minimized structures.
Beginning with the NVT ensemble (constant number of particles, volume and temperature)
(310 K) was done for 2 ns followed by the NPT ensemble (constant number of particles,
pressure and temperature) for 8 ns. The particle mesh ewald (PME) method with a 12 Å
cut-off and 12 Å Fourier spacing were used to get the long-range electrostatic value (40).
The two equilibrated systems entered the production stage without any restraints for 150 ns
with a time step of 2 fs, and the structural coordinates were saved every 5 ps. Both the
temperature (310 K) and the pressure (1 atm) were regulated throughout the simulation
V-rescale weak coupling method (modified Berendsen thermostat) and Parrinello−Rahman
method [42,43]. The root means square deviation (RMSD) of the entire system and for the
Cys145 residue was calculated from the generated trajectories from the production step.
To endorse the proposed binding mode of RMH148, various scripts of GROMACS were
used to calculate the distances of the formed hydrogen bonds between the receptor and
the ligand.

3.5. MM-PBSA Calculation

Binding-free energy calculations were performed, using MM–PBSA, which applies
the following equation:

∆G(Binding) = G(Complex) − G(Receptor) − G(Ligand)

where G(Complex) is the total free energy of the protein−ligand complex and G(Receptor)
and G(Ligand) are the total free energies of the isolated protein and ligand in solvent,
respectively. The total free energy of any of the three mentioned entities (complex, receptor
and ligand) were calculated for all MD trajectories from its molecular mechanics potential
energy plus the energy of the solvation, using the g_mmpbsa package implemented in the
GROMACS software [31]. Individual energies along with the values of standard deviations
were calculated and then summed together to yield the average total free energy of each
component. Finally, to calculate the binding-free energy, the total free energy of the receptor
and the ligand were subtracted from the total free energy of the complex. These calculations
were done for the two complexes of Mpro–RMH148 and Mpro–O6K.

4. Future Prospects for RMH148

In this study, we aimed to design a potential inhibitor for the pandemic COVID-
19 infection and to establish guidance for the development of an effective inhibitor for
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COVID-19 Mpro. RMH148 demonstrated great potentiality and binding affinity for SARS-
CoV-2 Mpro, even more so than many of the published proposed inhibitors for SARS-CoV-2
Mpro [40,44,45]. Its strong binding affinity could be attributed to its ability to engage with
the Mpro via a large number of hydrogen bonds as well as a covalent bond with key
cysteine 145 residue. RMH148 also has an excellent safety profile, making it worthy of
further optimization. However, RMH148 has two issues that should be addressed: it
has low GIT absorption and challenging synthetic feasibility. Both of these issues could
be successfully handled by simplifying the structure while maintaining the key features
required for interactions. Thus, in the near future, our team will apply deferent drug design
techniques that identify the most suitable functional groups, such as 3D pharmacophore,
to optimize the generated hit and to produce an easily synthesized analogue worthy of
entering clinical trials for management of COVID-19.

5. Conclusions

In the current work, a protocol of structure-based drug design was employed with the
prime aim of designing a potential specific inhibitor for the SARS-CoV-2 main protease
(Mpro) enzyme. The published crystal structure of Mpro (PDB ID: 6y2g) was used in the
calculations. Firstly, after native ligand omission, a fragment-based drug design method
was employed, using Discovery Studio software and its accompanied default fragment
database. The highest ranked five fragments were linked to the alpha-ketoamide retrieved
from the co-crystalized ligand, using suitable carbon linkers to yield compound RMH148.
The strength of the interaction and mode of binding between RMH148 and the Mpro
enzyme were predicted by the covalent docking strategy, using Docktite wizard of MOE
2015 software. Compound RMH148 achieved a higher docking score compared to the
co-crystalized ligand, indicating potentially strong binding between RMH148 and the
Mpro enzyme. The last simulation step involved three MD simulation experiments with
a production phase of 150 ns, which revealed higher stability for the Mpro–RMH148
complex than the free enzyme and Mpro–O6K complex, validating our initial results from
the docking step. The cumulative data obtained from this work introduce RMH148 as a
possible inhibitor for Mpro. These modeling outcomes may provide the grounds for a lead
optimization program for the introduction of RMH148-based COVID-19 inhibitors.
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